The algorithms of global optimization based on adaptive random search are described. Algorithms approbation results on a known test functions are presented. The designed software for solving global optimization problems is described.
Introduction
The global optimization problems are popular in economics, engineering and applied sciences [1] . Therefore global optimization algorithms and tools are very important. In this work we present the algorithms of global optimization and dialogue software based on one of these algorithms. The sufficient efficiency of the algorithms was checked on several known test functions [1] .
In conclusion we describe the designed program system for solving real-life global optimization tasks with dialogue between a user and computer. As it is well known, a dialogue between a user and a computer allows to make solving process more effective because a user can monitor optimum search process and change some parameters of an optimization algorithm if it's necessary.
Let's begin with formulation of a global optimizations problem. The optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
where: * X = [0, 1] n ⊂ R n − is a non-empty set of feasible decisions (a proper subset of R n ); * x = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ∈ X − is a real n-vector of decision variables; * Φ : R n → R − is a continuous objective function.
Let the constraints for the variable x 1 , . . . , x n be included into the objective function Φ(x). We can do it, for example, by using penalty functions. Note that for the adaptive random search the function Φ(x) features is not essential. The only number of calculation of the function Φ(x) is significant.
In this work we would like to present two algorithms for solving problem (1). The first of them is adaptive random search [2] . The second algorithm is the modifications of the first one based on parallel work of several adaptive random search [4] . Here, we will call one of the random searches the random search branch (RSB). We note that the separate random search branch does not work independently of another RSB's. The information about objective function obtained by separate RSB during the optimization process can be used by another RSB.
Optimization algorithm description
The adaptive random search In general the algorithm of random search can be presented as follows. The process of random search is divided into steps (nstep) defined by the user. On every step we randomly select the vector x j (j -steps number) and calculate the value of the objective function Φ j = Φ(x j ), i ∈ 1 : n. By using the formula
we calculate the minimal value of the objective function for j steps of random search. After every calculation of (2) the distribution law of values x i is modified so that the minimum finding probability can be to increased. For increasing probability the algorithm uses information of the objective function obtained at the previous steps.
We find the optimum of Φ by using the parameter of the algorithm ε which determines the desired accuracy of the solution problem of (1). The optimization algorithm will completed successfully, if
Here for randomly selection of the vector x j we use pedestal frequency distributions [2] . For example, fig. 1 shows pedestal frequency distributions for n = 2.
In fig. 1 : 2q is the width of the perspective interval [2] of the objective function
) is a centre of the perspective interval [2] ; H -probability density for the perspective interval and h is probability density for a nonperspective interval. To detailed description of the random search algorithm see papers [2] .
Random search branching algorithm
Let I i ⊂ X be a perspective interval for variable x i , i ∈ 1 : n. Let I be a cartesian product of the perspective interval I i , i ∈ 1 : n. Let I be a perspective domain and x0 i , i ∈ 1 : n is a centre of the perspective domain I.
For the random search branching algorithm descriptions we will use the following definitions:
* BRP (Buffer of record points): it's memory space allocated for previous recording points of every RSB; one BRP is general for all RSB's; let B be a number of points in the BRP; * convergence of two RSB k and s: this situation happens when the condition
holds. In the (3) ǫ is a user parameter of the algorithm. * let P be a number of RSB; by using a superscript index p from 1 : P we will numerate the RSB; by using superscript index b from 1 : B we will numerate included to the BRP vectors during the optimizations process; * let x p min be the current record vector x of RSB p and let x bf min be the best vector x included to the BRP during the optimizations process;
Random search branching algorithm
Step
Step 7. If p < P then goto step 3.
Step 8. For ∀p ∈ 1 : P the condition (3) is being checked. If exist s, k such that s, k ∈ 1 : P , s = k and condition (3) holds then:
-doing randomly selected
Step 9. Algorithm is completed if the current iteration is equal to nstep.
Algorithm testing results
One of the approaches to verifying efficiency of an optimizations algorithm is their comparison with the known test problems. We present here the test results of described algorithms on various classes of test functions.
Testing results of adaptive random search We start with simple unimodal functions. -N f -a number of test function calculation; -P -an estimate of finding minimum probability.
Function 2. Φ(x 1 , x 2 ) = (y 1 − y 2 ) 2 + 1/9(y 1 + y 2 − 10) 2 , y 1 = 10x 1 , y 2 = 10x 2 , Φ * (0.5, 0.5) = 0. Further, we will consider the test results for multiextremal functions.
The function 3 has 25 local minimums. Table 3 . Testing results of function 3. The function 5 has 625 local minimums. To more detailed and better description of the random search algorithm testing see papers [2, 3] .
Random search branching algorithm testing Function 8 is multiextremal one with 5 10 minimums. Fig. 2 shows the testing results of random search branching algorithm for function 8. Numbers in circle ( fig. 2 ) correspond to numbers of used RSB. On fig. 2 we can see the advantage of a branching algorithm over an algorithm of separate random search. Note that we also had similar results for several multiextremal functions.
To detailed description of the random search branching algorithm testing see paper [4] .
Global optimizations software
In this part we will briefly explain the designed dialogue program system for solving real-life optimization problems -"OPTIMUM 1.0". To solve an optimization problem the "OPTIMUM 1.0" uses the adaptive random search algorithm as the main one and Hooke-Jeeves algorithm as a local optimization one.
The user begins his work with "OPTIMUM 1.0" by including the executable file which is mathematical model of an optimization problem. To do executable file user can use any computer language because information exchange between "OPTIMUM 1.0" and users executable model is realized by using a general text file. Fig. 3 shows the main window of "OPTIMUM 1.0". Using numerical marks of the main window we will briefly describe "OPTIMUM 1.0" component possibility.
Mark 1: current mathematical model parameters; mark 2: the random search parameters; mark 3: process progress bar; mark 4: a chart of objective function best values; mark 5: a chart of process convergences; mark 6 and mark 7: vector x value control bars; mark 8: control button allows the user to start or to stop the optimization process and to use algorithm of an Hooke-Jeeves from any step of random search; mark 9: current and best values of vector x.
We are going to do the "OPTIMUM 1.0" accessible to public via Internet-site with URL: http://r-tech.narod.ru/soft.html.
